Load & Unload Burning Tables Quickly with Walker Lift Magnets

No Need to use Grabs & Chains

Do You Have a Special Purpose Lifting Application?
Walker can provide the correct solution to the problem... from simply selecting the correct magnet to designing/engineering the most cost-effective Lifting System required to do the job.

- Efficient loading of plates, and unloading of individual pieces and skeletons from burning table operations
- Total or selective coverage
- Quick parts removal eliminates idle machine time
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Over 100 Models of Material Handling Lift Magnets www.liftmagnet.com
TC-Series Total Coverage Magnets

The new Total-Coverage Series Magnets by Walker Magnetics are designed to meet the special material handling needs required in precision flame, plasma, waterjet and laser cutting table operations.

- The TC-Series magnet will handle plates from 3/16” to 1-3/4” thick.
- Use the magnet to load the plate and then after cutting, unload cut parts and skeleton in one step.
- Unload parts as small as 6” x 6”.

- Eliminate time consuming handling methods such as dogs, grabs and chains.
- Stop using the cutting table as a sorting table.
- Maximize the profitability of the cutting table and its operator.
- Cut more parts per shift by minimizing the idle time of the machine.
- Parts can be separated from skeleton to improve the sorting process.
- Call for additional details on how Walker can help you have a safe and efficient plate and part handling system.

- For product demo viewing, request a free video, or check our website.
  www.walkermagnet.com
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